
BRIEF ADDENDUM: 
 
Patti Bonchek initiated contact with the HEAL Mission on November 21st, 2019.  This is 
the first I learned of Bonchek by name and later learned she was responsible for using 
pseudonyms and a variety of social media handles to contact other people as well as 
myself if she is also Turtle Jewelry on Facebook and a few others on Twitter.  Turtle 
Jewelry had been trolling me and Sean Stone on Facebook as early as November, 2017 
(before Sacred Breath Academy even existed and after Stone had been in touch with 
Bonchek who claims to have met him for lunch).  I had seen her Youtube video, but did 
not know who was responsible for it until Bonchek began e-mailing me as Professor 
Grace (her Youtube handle or one of them is Professor Grace).  See https://www.heal-
online.org/fakesandmore.pdf  According to Danielle “Kaya” Leigh of Sacred Breath 
Academy, Bonchek has used various accounts and online handles to contact her and Sean 
Stone.  I have many reasons and multiple complaints on Sacred Breath Academy from 
people other than Bonchek and concerns have been validated by various law enforcement 
and regulatory bodies in regards to the fraud that is Sacred Breath Academy.   
 
Here is the November 21, 2019 initial message from Bonchek to the HEAL Mission of 
COPE: 
 

 
 
Here is my initial reply to that message: 
 



 
 
Patti Bonchek then begins sending me multiple messages from a different e-mail account 
belonging to her.  I’m going to include enough that you understand the big picture. 
 



 
 



 
 
So, you see Patti called Sacred Breath Academy a bunch of parasites.  I did not call 
anyone a parasite, but do recognize Sacred Breath Academy as a scam and cult which is 
why it is on the watch-list that is part of the consumer advocacy arm of the HEAL 
Mission that’s been in existence since 2002. 
 



 
 
Sean Stone may or may not recall but when my Twitter was compromised, someone kept 
referring to me as Saint Jude in DM’s with Sean.  I said to stop referring to me as Saint 
Jude and I am not Saint Jude and that is not my name.  My name is Angela Smith.  I 
changed my password and that seemed to resolve the issue on Twitter.  But, at the time I 
had a keystroke virus, which is explained with sources cited at 
https://www.cope.church/conspiracy.pdf.   
 



 
 
Below is the first one where she is openly e-mailing me, Sacred Breath Academy, and 
supposedly Sean Stone at an e-mail address I didn’t recognize to be his while 
understanding Jeff Bonchek's gmail was likely an account set-up and solely used by Patti 
since she initiated contact with HEAL Mission using that one and later disclosed she and 
Jeff were divorced/separated.   
 



 
 
So, upon receiving that message I thought finally the culprit is identified or at least the 
one that was likely Turtle Jewelry or harassing/contacting both me and Sean Stone since 
at least November, 2017. 
 
This one is too long to screenshot, but is one of my replies to Bonchek I feel should be 
included: 
 
“On 12/2/2019 4:47 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote: 

Dear Patti, 

I haven't heard again from you since sending the e-mails last night.  I've 
been hacked, spoofed, trolled, and harassed off and on for some time with 
those doing the harassment and trespass using pseudonyms and varying 
usernames and handles.  It got so bad on Facebook that I had to delete my 
account and reported the issue to the FCC and the WA State Attorney 
General.  Changing my password on Twitter seemed to help with that 
one.  But, people have been impersonating celebrities including Bonnie 
Tyler, Jackson Browne, and others to harass me when not using seemingly 
random handles online like Turtle Jewelry on Facebook or 
@CatpowerNow on Twitter.  @CatpowerNow hasn't done anything 
overtly, I just believe they use other accounts to harass and follow with 



that one.  That's because that one follows me, Sean Stone, and Alex 
Wraith and I was trying to narrow down suspects while understanding the 
type of work I do and that law enforcement may be right that there are too 
many for an investigation where I've not been physically harmed nor 
suffered any significant financial loss that I can attribute to a specific 
incident. 

Since some of it was targeting Sean Stone as well as myself, I tried to 
warn him as well as get his assistance in helping to identify the 
perpetrator(s).  I see in your e-mails to Sacred Breath Academy that you 
and your husband are known as Jeffrey and Patti Bonchek and/or Alan and 
Susie McBonchek.  So, similar to Sacred Breath Academy in using 
pseudonyms.  And, when I go undercover for investigative reporting for 
our consumer information campaigns, sometimes I too use a pseudonym.  
So, that doesn't definitively prove illegality. 

But, you referenced 51/50 and seemed to know private details about my 
work as an author that very few people would know and no one would 
know unless I told them or they hacked my system.  And, you identified 
yourself as a "white hat" which is defined online as an "ethical computer 
hacker".  You then called me St. Jude after I expressly said I preferred not 
to be called St. Jude even in jest.  And, the hackers had been calling me St. 
Jude repeatedly so to me it suggested you might be the hacker or one of 
those hacking my system.  I found that upsetting given everything else that 
transpired via e-mail over the last few days, but, also hopeful because 
maybe I finally get to identify one of the people harassing me definitively. 

I don't know all the conversations you've had with Sean Stone nor Sacred 
Breath Academy.  It seems to me if you are living with trauma that the 
way Danielle/Kaya replied to you exacerbated or escalated tensions which 
proves she is unqualified.  People qualified to provide support or healing 
to victims of trauma are trained in deescalation techniques.  And, she 
clearly is unprofessional and doesn't know the first thing about 
deescalation techniques or how to help people with trauma.   

Also, Sean Stone is a co-dependent who lies or deceives SBA out of fear, 
that's my opinion.  He and I were the only parties to our hearing in the 
courtroom when the hearing took place.  Later he says in his video about 
his "stalker" that I must be violent and a threat to him and SBA if the 
judge granted the order.  That's a misunderstanding of what it takes to get 
one.  In California, you only have to be annoying and whomever you are 
contacting has to say it's annoying them and they told you to stop and you 
didn't so now they want to make it official.  And, the judge ruled that a 
single e-mail I wrote to Danielle/Kaya/SBA was annoying because of a 
single sentence in that message.  The rest of all communications were 
permitted, but, not considered.  The only question the judge had to answer 



effectively is whether or not I was annoying and whether or not it had 
been communicated to me to stop.  I conceded that message was annoying 
and didn't yet have the reply she sent threatening me the night before the 
hearing because I didn't realize I could use the computers at the hotel to 
check e-mail even though I didn't bring a laptop/notebook.   

So, I don't know how much SBA is spoken to you about me, clearly 
some.  And, I don't know if any of the things that made you a suspect for 
me were things communicated to you by SBA that you then parroted back 
to me in some way.  So, I'm still unclear on a few things, but, feel I've 
been harassed to an extent by you and SBA at this point.  So, if you are 
innocent, hopefully your efforts help expose SBA and if you are guilty, 
then, you've done a lot of harm to a lot of people doing good work just like 
SBA. 

But, I do find it strange that you don't answer my questions.  That's usually 
a red flag for me.  You contradict yourself on the age of your children.  
And, if you've been married since you were 15 years old, I'm concerned 
about you and wonder if you were raised in a cult and that's why you are 
triggered by Sean's involvement with SBA because you understand the 
damage they can do to the psyche. 

I think SBA is a Nazi cult for many reasons.  They promote many Nazi 
ideas/ideals.  They blame people for poor health instead of looking at 
environmental factors and pre-existing conditions or injuries.  They use 
controlling language and try to tell other people who they are and demand 
that their view of who everyone else is is the true reality while denying 
that other people have legitimate concerns and perspectives who are way 
smarter, more learned, and more skilled than they will ever be if they plan 
to learn everything through Osmosis downloads from the fascist Nazi 
Akashic Chronicles where misguided and confused people let go of 
themselves and download or embrace historical figures like Hitler, 
Napoleon, and Maria Osric to promote the idea that less privileged people 
choose that lifestyle and are failures who can be used or killed at will and 
may be fun to experiment on while waiting for the fourth Reich to be 
firmly established.  Not on my watch.  And, I believe Sean Stone knows or 
would know and be able to identify all of this too if he hadn't been 
brainwashed or unduly influenced by the cult. 

So, this is just my perspective and I'm willing to answer questions.  I'd ask 
before you send anymore e-mails that you think about the audience and 
what you wish to communicate.  As a sociology professor, I'd expect you 
know how to communicate clearly and that whatever the "All work and no 
play makes Jack a dull boy" repeats like in "The Shining" isn't helpful for 
clear communication.  But, reminded me of one of my favorite 
books/films, so, not too big a bother. 



I'd like you to let me know if you are Turtle Jewelry or @CatpowerNow 
and if you've experienced any hacking or interference on your system that 
you believe may be attributable to Sacred Breath Academy.  Their site is 
marked unsafe and I believe it may contain malware that allows them to 
hack people who visit.  That is one thing that may explain how they know 
what anyone is saying relatively privately via e-mail even if gained 
through unauthorized access.  But, if you are involved with them too, then, 
I really hope law enforcement can find out even though it's been from their 
perspective a waste of time and something we could all just block, report 
to hosts/ISPs, or ignore like they do when it's more annoying than causing 
significant harm which is why in such cases they suggest a restraining 
order to make it official and then that can be enforced or not.  Deputy 
Sadro with the Snohomish County Sheriff's Office suggested I get a 
restraining order against SBA in May, 2019.  I didn't because I tried to 
work things out amicably without taking it that far and I was still trying to 
protect the Stone family to an extent too. 

I'd like to believe we're on the same side but don't even know if I know 
anyone's real names except my own and Sean Stone's.  But, I don't like 
being associated with SBA nor called a whore.  And, I don't lie for cash so 
I'm not a whore.  I do agree that anyone who deceives for vice including 
greed is a whore.  And, I stretch and sometimes in different ways called 
different things depending on culture, but, it's all stretching and animals do 
it too.  So, not something that requires a lot of talent, but, something 
people stuck mentally in pre-school age develop because "it was fun doing 
gymnastics and stretching and cartwheels and somersaults as small 
children and if we pretend that it's super special maybe we can do that 
forever and get paid for it even though we're not talented enough to make 
the Olympics by a long-shot."  And, those people don't even understand 
half the time that they need to be at least licensed to operate to show good 
faith and assure the public they operate above board and accept minimum 
regulatory standards for their industry.  So, whether that means the people 
running Sacred Breath Academy are developmentally disabled and don't 
understand you need to study to learn (actually read books and build your 
knowledge-base over time through devoted study, fact-checking, and 
cross-referencing) and be licensed to practice or just vicious deceiving 
malignant narcissistic criminals of the Leopold and Loeb variety, is hard 
to tell.  But, based on the abusive responses we've both received and the 
unprofessional conduct of SBA, I'm guessing the latter. 

All My Best, 

Angela Smith 
HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder 



PS  If I accidentally hit reply all again, I'm sorry.  My e-mail keeps 
glitching again.” 

END 

Below is Patti Bonchek’s response to that: 

 



 

No, I did not and the record totally shows Bonchek initiated the entire 
exchange.  This is my reply to that last message above: 



 

Danielle “Kaya" Leigh AKA Kaya Azure replied to that with the 
following: 



 

So, personally and professionally I recognize Sacred Breath Academy as a 
scam and cult.  The reasons are many and available at https://www.heal-
online.org/breathless.htm with sources cited.   And, I'm done being a 
scapegoat/victim because people consider me a safe place to let loose their 
frustrations.  That's true in terms of my not doing anything illegal.  But, 
justice requires the whole truth and when relying on the court of public 
opinion all facts matter as does full context. 

 

 

 

 


